
 

Insights into the SA female entrepreneur's journey in 2019

Attendees of the final Future Females founders' breakfast for the year were in for a treat, as the Cape Town Startup Week
edition's speakers included serial entrepreneur Catherine Luckhoff, SweepSouth's Aisha Pandor, and Pichulik founder
Katherine-Mary Pichulik. Here's what they shared about their entrepreneurial journeys thus far.
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Future Females is a movement that exists to increase the number of and success of female entrepreneurs and
intrapreneurs.

As a result, we mingled on the roof of the ICIC Old Foundry building in the middle of Cape Town Startup Week 2019, and
networked up a storm over a delicious breakfast before the morning’s ‘informal chat’ kicked off, with some of the most
inspiring local entrepreneurial females of 2019.
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Speakers at the final Future Females founders breakfast of 2019, part of Cape Town Startup Week, included Catherine Luckhoff, Aisha Pandor
and Katherine-Mary Pichulik. All images © Future Females team.

Future Females’ core member and head of digital marketing for African Bush Camps, Cordula Pfluegl shared that globally,
only 2% of VC funding went to female-founded companies, and the number rose to just 2.2% in 2018.

Here in South Africa the picture is a little rosier, but not much – while the sector is certainly booming, Ventureburn’s
Startup Survey results show that 4.5% of companies with major investment were founded or co-founded by women.

“ SA's startup sector is so hot that Ventureburn editor Stephen Timm had to don sunglasses in a presentation at

#CTSUW yesterday (heavychef ) https://t.co/3QKuaAxxl9— Alexah Africa (@AlexahAfrica) December 6, 2019 ”
“
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Pfluegl then introduced the morning’s speakers, starting with Aisha Pandor who was meant to speak at a Future Females
event a year ago but pulled out as she went into labour with her third child.

Pandor began SweepSouth in 2014 with her husband as co-founder and lists a business highlight from the past year as
realising what funding allows your business to do and how it enables longer-term thinking as the business has proven itself
in the venture capital space.

Future expansion plans, five years in

Pandor shared that they’re definitely eyeing international expansion as well as new verticals like SweepSouth Connect,
which offers work opportunities to tradesmen like plumbers and electricians.

She’s thinking bigger and broader about the business than previously, such as in also selling cleaning products through
their shop, and will be launching in Kenya soon.

Pichulik started her business around the same time as Pandor, as a fashion and jewellery brand inspired by the African
design space. They’ve successfully managed to scale and now export to international countries.

Pfluegl said it’s good to showcase the highlight reel, but we also want to know about the biggest business challenge.

Keep smashing barriers, ladies���� . Tell us what you think in the
comments��
A post shared by Future Females (@futurefemales) on Jun 11, 2019 at 9:30am PDT

”

It's time for a spring clean with SweepSouth
2 Sep 2019

“
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Pichulik said the brand has gone through a number of different business phases. As hers is not a service- but rather
product-based business, the ability to make things comes from her talented team.

While they started off as a family, Pichulik had to formalise their way of work as they scaled rapidly.

Payment term pain and choosing where to sell

She said it’s exciting to be taking orders from some of the world’s largest premium retailers like Bloomingdales, but the big
guys’ payment terms are often a challenge.

She shared that sometimes it’s so exciting to realise there is an appetite for your offering that you don’t feel you have the
agency to choose where you want to sell, but it’s empowering to do so.

View this post on Instagram

We couldn’t agree more�Take this opportunity to tag a Future Female whose
accomplishments you’re excited about������
A post shared by Future Females (@futurefemales) on Nov 29, 2019 at 8:00am PST
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Pichulik also listed the ‘hairy and scary’ exciting challenge of having started as a singular CEO who for whom having an
executive decision-making session often meant thrashing out the idea with herself and having bootstrapped the business, to
recently taking on a co-CEO.

Pichulik added that there’s great beauty in restraint and solidifying. In the social media age, we want quick solutions, to be
that entrepreneur jetting around in just six months, we get deeply depressed if it doesn’t happen.

“

View this post on Instagram



Instead, Pichulik says to regroup and go for slow, solid, consistent growth. It’s not necessarily the best path to scale too
quickly – try to “chill out and enjoy the process, don’t panic.”

Luckhoff, a speaker at the first Future Females event, spoke of her latest entrepreneurial journey, in offering a cloud-based
AI solution for retailers called 20Fifty, which helps companies migrate to the cloud and query their internal databases.

All the technology exists, so it’s a case of rapidly prototyping and making it possible to scale.

Know when to fold ‘em: No one tells you the steps to shut down a business

She provided a personal take on her first year of business with this, her fourth business as well as the overlap of her
business lowlight: She also ran recommendation-based music-streaming service NicheStreem, which she had to shut down.

Luckhoff said Nichestreem was a successful business that got bitten by slow payments, despite the committed team and
users.

We don’t see all the hustling, sleepless nights, exams, meetings, research,
failures. We just see the result.�� Remember this next time you feel like
someone/or even yourself ‘just got lucky’. Remember the hard work.�����
A post shared by Future Females (@futurefemales) on Nov 21, 2019 at 9:01am PST

”

“ Everyone tells you how to start a business, no one tells you how to walk away, especially when it’s been very

successful. ”

“
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But she shares that she’s where she is now in her business journey because of this, as each phase is a building block
for the next ones and your current success is built on the learnings from every step that’s come before.

Luckhoff says she often has to explain to her parents what she does, especially as her current offerings are cloud-based
solutions, which circles back to her curiosity.

As a weathered founder now back in the startup space, Luckhoff is constantly looking to upskill herself.

She’s completed courses through MIT and loves working in the cloud as it means your startup doesn’t have to deal with IP
issues or pay to put bums on seats in the early days to get things done, which means you can put that investment where it
matters most.

Pfluegl asked about specific African challenges in the first three years of running a business. Depending on the business,
the upside could be lack of competition and increased room to grow, but a challenge is likely access to great talent, like an
understanding of machine-learning.

There’s a lot of hype on how to start things, especially here in SA where entrepreneurship is seen as the answer to the
unemployment challenge, but it can be a lonely space.

Being a strong business leader

While the business world’s 30- to 60-day payment terms make it difficult for your business to thrive, if not survive, it’s
staffing issues that will get to you more than anything.

After a particularly bad day, Luckhoff’s now-husband told her “They can’t take away your belly button or your birthday.”

Who’s recently started over? Tell us about it in the comments☺���
A post shared by Future Females (@futurefemales) on Nov 15, 2019 at 8:00am PST

”
Passion and agility drive techpreneurs
Peter Alkema  8 Jul 2016

Agencies, eat your own dog food
Catherine Luckhoff  19 Apr 2010

“ The team is the most important aspect of any business, no matter how big it grows. You need people who buy into the

philosophy, not just the free coffee. ”

“ Non-entrepreneurs often don’t realise that when you run a business, it’s essentially a mirror to your own life, with a

spillover of your insecurities and fears. ”
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You need to be self-reflective and if you’re a leader in any capacity, all three speakers recommend that you see both a
therapist and a business coach to help you unpack and guide you through that self-development work.

This is essentially an intricate feedback loop, as the buck stops with you and as the business owner, other people’s lives
are now in your hands.

Pichulik reminds us that everyone’s journey is their own, but you need to be willing to show up in that space.

On working with your life partner…

On working with her husband, Pandor says she’s always been brutally honest on the journey as it doesn’t help anyone to
sugar-coat it. Luckily, Pandor says her husband has a complementary skill set to her own and their personalities work well

#DesignMonth: The age of Pichulik
Ruth Cooper  11 Feb 2016
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together.

Before starting SweepSouth, Pandor was a scientist and management consultant, so she went from talking to cells in a Petri
dish to addressing the business principles that are drilled into you to starting from scratch.

Pandor says it can be difficult to separate your partner from the professional person, but it’s about being able to respect
someone for their professional work and where their talents lie, it’s about knowing someone completely.

It would be difficult to justify the amount of time she has dedicated to SweepSouth if her business partner wasn’t also her
life partner.

She says it helps to have someone who knows exactly what you’re going through and can help you pull herself together and
keep on going when things get tough, as we all have tough days.

SweepSouth is something they changed their lives for five years ago, now it is running successfully and they have
helped 15,000 people find work. It’s a beautiful thing that many don’t get to experience.

#WomensMonth: SweepSouth's Aisha Pandor keeps on climbing
Lauren Hartzenberg  22 Aug 2017

“
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Goals������ tag a #FutureFemale ��
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Pfluegl also opened the floor to questions from the audience, who were appreciative of the honesty openness of the
morning’s speakers as there’s "a lot of bullshitting" about the entrepreneurial process.

It’s OK not to be OK, 247

The hardest thing is admitting you need help and understanding that it’s OK not to be OK all the time. That’s why you need
to be able to have an honest conversation with someone, where you’re not judged and your thinking can be turned on its
head.

In doing so, you can “turn the rug into a floating carpet when it’s pulled out from under you.”

Pandor echoed her earlier comment, that balancing the work required to get a startup off the ground with the personal is
another challenge as it’s hard on your life partner.

Pichulik said to be conscious of building a business that suits your nature. Do you need routine or can you drop everything
when a new challenge arises? What hours do you do your best work? Often, we build the boat but it doesn’t serve our
personal good.

#FairnessFirst: How to roll out effective digital transformation
Leigh Andrews  17 Dec 2018

#SheSays: It's okay not to be okay
Juanita Pienaar  30 Aug 2019

“
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Also keep in mind that you can’t have weight-bearing capacity for others as the business founder if your personal health
is plummeting.

It’s OK to say no. It’s easy to get sucked into saying ‘yes’ to every opportunity that comes along, as you feel a
responsibility to the media and your investors, but that won’t serve you well.

So much is in your control.

When to make your side hustle your main hustle

Luckhoff said that word-of-mouth marketing works well for her business, as there is security in obscurity and not revealing

Turn that shit off�������� Towards the end of the year, when everyone
is celebrating their accomplishments, it can be easy to fall into patterns of
insecurity or self-doubt.�� Just know that success, in anything, never happens
overnight! It’s the product of years of preparation. So stay confident in your
ability and KEEP GOING������
A post shared by Future Females (@futurefemales) on Dec 5, 2019 at 5:00am PST

”

“
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Overtime, side projects, late nights out, cardio: if you’re doing things that aren’t
actually making you happy or serving your goals then QUIT THEM��� Tell us
something you’re glad you quit, in the comments☺�
A post shared by Future Females (@futurefemales) on Nov 23, 2019 at 5:44am PST
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exactly how you do what you do on your ‘about us’ page or elsewhere in the media.

She says to always make sure a business deal is not just being offered because you are female. She adds that women who
play up that aspect do a disservice to others. This doesn’t mean you can’t be feminine in business, but don’t use that to
curry favour.

Answering the question everyone wants to know: When to decide to drop your main job and go with your side hustle full
time, Pandor and Pichulik said to be cautious as there are so many dynamics that play into this decision.

While you don’t necessarily need three years’ salary saved up before you get started, you do need to keep your personal
expenses low. Don’t up your lifestyle right at the start of your business, as it’s a long game. Pandor shared that she only
moved out of her parents’ house again this year.

The speakers concluded that you need to be ambitious in your thinking and don’t only look to raise funding when you’re
desperate for it, as that dynamic can be toxic. You don’t need to invent a male co-founder to get that funding.

UK-SA Tech Hub was the main sponsor for this event. Follow Future Females on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram for
the latest updates, and click here for the latest on CapeTownStartupWeek.
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#FairnessFirst: Code-switching and dealing with queen bees in the workplace
Leigh Andrews  13 Aug 2018

“ Having a salary is more addictive than sugar, so set yourself a milestone goal, as you need to plan adequately

before taking the plunge. ”

#FairnessFirst: Celebrating the Future Females entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs and side-hustlers
Leigh Andrews  20 Aug 2018
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